
>> FOR THE CHOCOLATE ENTHUSIAST

 zCHOCOLAT
As the preeminent source of fine French 
chocolate, zChocolat is widely celebrated for their 
distinctively shaped line of signature chocolates, 
developed by World Champion Chocolatier 
Pascal Caffet. With a flair for artisanal details and 
boundless customization options, the zChocolat 
brand has epitomized the expression “chic à la 
française” since its founding in 1999. Ultra-luxury 
brand zChocolat takes gourmet gifting to the next 
level. zchocolat.com

>> FOR THE WOMAN WITH   
CONTEMPORARY STYLE

IDOLE DE  
CHRISTOFLE
Celebrating everyday elegance, Idole de Christofle 
offers chic Parisian style to any look. The 
collection’s debut marks a new era for jewelry by 
the renowned French brand as it presents, for the 
first time ever, white gold finishes with diamond 
pavé embellishment. Designed by Studio Putman, 
the collection references the brand’s patrimony 
as the House of Christofle was founded in 1830 
when Charles Christofle took control of his 
family’s small Parisian jewelry shop. christofle.com

>> FOR THE HEALTH-CONSCIOUS TIMEKEEPER

ORIGIN
For those wanting to get away from the Fitbit-watch look but reluctant to give up the 
health tracking features, you’re in luck. Origin by Grayton is a classic self-winding 
watch with a leather strap that connects to your phone for fitness tracking and smart 
features. The goal was to create a timepiece that would last for generations, but also 
has the convenience of modern features. It combines the best of 
watchmaking and technology in a traditional mechanical 
watch with a smart strap that easily connects to 
your phone for activity tracking, notifications, 
calendar reminders, music control plus more.

The Grayton smart strap and the 
accompanying app are compatible with 
both iPhone and Android phones. It also 
features a USB port at the end of the strap 
that connects to any USB power source. 
Style and fitness can now coexist. 
indiegogo.com/at/origin-watch

>> FOR THE TASTE EXPLORER

vomFASS
Elevating gift giving to an art form, the flagship vomFASS store in The Woodlands 
offers a unique selection of the finest artisanal oils and vinegars as well as an 
outstanding collection of the finest Clase Azul tequilas, brandies, cognacs, grappas, 
Irish single malt whiskies, Scotch, absinthes and liqueurs. Most of the oils, vinegars 
and spirits can be sampled from the cask before purchase and, once selected, are 
decanted into elegant bottles.

Absinthe, “la fée verte” (the Green Fairy), is an anise-flavored spirit, derived from 
botanicals. For that one-of-a-kind Valentine gift, consider an absinthe fountain, which is 
modeled in the way absinthe was consumed in Parisian cafes back in the late 19th century. 
The fountain is not used to pour absinthe into glasses, but rather to add iced water to 
absinthe, often poured over a sugar cube in a perforated spoon. Better yet, take your 
Valentine shopping with you for a tasting experience you’ll both remember. vomfassusa.com 
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>> FOR THE ULTIMATE RELAXATION SEEKER

MIZU INTEGRATIVE MEDICINE  
CLINIC + FLOAT CENTER
One of the hottest new health trends is where health and wellness meets relaxation. Throw in a luxury 
environment and you have MIZU Integrative Medicine Clinic + Float Center located in Houston 
and opened in 2016. MIZU offers three private suites; each includes a state-of-the-art floatation pod, 
a shower and changing rooms, ensuring all patients have a secluded, luxurious experience. 

Floatation Therapy, also known as Restricted Environmental Stimulation Therapy (REST), 
has been shown, through clinical research, as a means to induce deep relaxation, promote 
meditation, reduce stress hormone levels, relieve joint and muscle pain, and lower blood 
pressure. Each floatation pod, resembling a sleek, futuristic spaceship, is filled with a highly 
saturated solution of magnesium sulfate salt and water, causing the body to naturally float and 
the musculoskeletal system to decompress, relax and stop fighting gravity. 

Additional services offered at the clinic include preventive care, wellness exams, chronic 
care management, herbal medicine, acupuncture, cognitive behavioral therapy and nutritional 
medicine. mizumed.com

>> FOR THE PAMPERED ENVIRONMENTALIST

PALOMA
Helping to revolutionize the beauty industry, 
recently opened Paloma provides a refined, non-
toxic beauty experience. This next-generation 
salon offers toxic free nail polishes, polish 
removers and organic creams. Paloma founder 
Maryam Naderi utilized her extensive beauty 
service experience from around the world and 
founded the salon concept on the belief that 
beauty and wellness can coexist. “My mission 
was to create a beauty destination for the modern 
person to enjoy a toxic free nail experience in 
an aesthetically appealing environment,” Naderi 
says. Offering custom waterless manicures, 
pedicures and exfoliate massages, Paloma invites 
guests to enjoy luxurious amenities and service. 
facebook.com/palomabeauty

>> FOR THE CAKE DREAMER

SUSIECAKES
Offering a variety of nostalgic desserts in a friendly, 
old-fashioned neighborhood experience, SusieCakes 
recently opened a second location in Plano. Owner 
Susan Sarich honors her grandmothers, Mildred 
and Madeline, in her dedication to their baking 
traditions. “You most likely recall a cake as part 
of your life’s milestone celebrations. Cake has the 
unique ability to connect us with the people and 
events of our past,” Sarich says.

Offering the services of a celebration specialist, a 
cake connoisseur is available for guests to work with 
to create their dream custom confection. Equipped 
with an iPad full of photos for inspiration, the 
celebration specialist hosts tastings by appointment 
and guides guests on creating the perfect dessert 
spread for any celebration. susiecakes.com
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